Letters from the Great Wright Road Trip, Part 2

The beta test of an itinerary that features eight sites designed by master architect reaches Pennsylvania.

DAVE LEBLANC

ARCHITECTURE

IF YOU GO

To avoid the chaos at the airport, this trip is best experienced by car. While the stop in Erie wasn’t necessarily an overnight stay, you’d want to book two nights (if not three) in the Laurel Highlands region of Pennsylvania. While we only had lunch there, the Summit Inn Resort (1907) in Farmington, Penn., has a grand front porch and is best experienced by car. While the stop in Erie wasn’t necessarily an overnight stay, you’d want to book two nights (if not three) in the Laurel Highlands region of Pennsylvania. While we only had lunch there, the Summit Inn Resort (1907) in Farmington, Penn., has a grand front porch and is best experienced by car.
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